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Wingly Welcomes 100,000th Passenger this Summer
Four Budget-Friendly Summer Flights in the UK

Bruno Mas (the pilot) with Cédric C. (100,000th passenger) and his partner Clémentine A. (photo copyright free)

Paris, 13th of July 2023 - Wingly, Europe’s leading flight sharing platform, welcomed their 100,000th
passenger this week. This marks an important milestone for the platform, created in 2015 to democratise
light aviation and making it accessible to a wider range of people. The 100,000th passenger, Cédric Clech,
had booked a flight over Disneyland Paris from Lognes airfield.

With 50% of the platform's annual flights taking place between June and September, the number of
passengers taking off is set to increase significantly this summer. Undoubtedly, these months offer optimal
flying conditions due to the splendid weather. It’s also the occasion to get a bird’s eye view of the UK's
wonderful landscapes with vibrant summer colours. Therefore, Wingly has put together a compilation of
budget-friendly flight recommendations for this season.

1. Flying over Polzeath and Port Isaac

This flight will allow passengers to discover the stunning
sights of Cornwall - from its unique coastlines, rugged
cliffs and sandy beaches to its rural villages and towns.
The private flight lasts 30 minutes, can accommodate 3



passengers and costs £56 per person. Click here to learn more.

2. Yorkshire Dales by Helicopter Tour

Departing from Leeds, passengers will take to the skies
and soar high above the rolling hills, dramatic valleys,
and picturesque landscapes of one of England's most
scenic regions. The flight will fly over the iconic Three
Peaks, Ribblehead Viaduct, and Malham Cove. The tour
is 30 minutes long and has 3 available seats for £89
each. Click here to learn more.

3. Solway Coast and North Lakes Scenic Flight

This flight departs from Carlisle Airport and heads west
with views over Carlisle city to the south, before crossing
the beautiful Solway Coast Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB). There are many beautiful landscapes to
admire during this 1 hour and 15 mins flight that can
accommodate 3 passengers for £118 per person. Click
here to see this flight.

4. Sightseeing Over North Lake District

The plane departs from Carlisle and heads south to Eden
valley, and down to Penrith. Passengers will then fly to
Ullswater and continue west through Bassenthwaite
before going back to Carlisle. This 1 hour flight has 2
available seats, each for £94. Click here for more
information.

Additional licence-free photos are available here.

https://www.wingly.io/en/flights/2055958
https://www.wingly.io/en/flights/2091701
https://www.wingly.io/en/flights/1774082
https://www.wingly.io/en/flights/2090643
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FcA7M35lXO5xBDvm8EB8S_h5Noj4kdul


About Wingly
Wingly is Europe's leading flight sharing provider. On its digital platform, the company brings together the
largest community of experienced pilots with passengers. In the course of this, flight costs and unique
flight experiences are shared. Wingly has brought aviation into the sharing economy. The brand's goal is to
make private flying accessible to everyone and more sustainable. It is now possible to fly a 100% electric
plane in the UK, the Velis Electro, via Wingly.
https://www.wingly.io
https://www.wingly.io/en
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Footage:
Interested parties can request free videos/photos about our flights
at anastasia@wingly.io
or at https://www.wingly.io/en/press
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